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Abstract
Hämäläinen, Juhani
Partitioning of Parameter Spaces of Physical Models
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2004.
(Research report/Department of Physics, University of Jyväskylä,
ISSN 0075-465X; 5/2004)
ISBN 951-39-1959-5
Diss.
The aim of this Thesis has been to introduce tools for describing computer
simulations in terms of physical and simulation parameters. In practice, we
examine the general properties and features of the solutions with respect to the
parameters. The developed tools are applied to electromagnetic compatibility
problems, particularly determination of shielding effectiveness of rectangular
enclosures. Case studies clearly show that the modelled structures, for instance
enclosures like common personal computers, cannot provide shielding over a
wide range of frequencies of electromagnetic radiation. This approach can be
generalised to deal with other parametrised physical problems. The shielding
properties are also examined by comparing electric field histograms inside the
enclosure.
Keywords: EMC, partitioning, parameter space, shielding effectiveness,
statistical electromagnetics
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In sciences, one of the fastest growing areas during the past twenty years has
been computer-based numerical modelling. This is due to increase in computational power as well as various and expanding needs to model complex systems
within industry and scientific community. Usually, a simulation model of an
industrial application is solved using commercial software packages. Often, the
models are idealised and many details are missing, sometimes on purpose. A
computer simulation can be either a massive computational problem of solving
a set of equations or modelling of a physical process using advanced computational techniques. Invariably, the simulation procedure consists of a model
implementation, a solving procedure, and post-processing of the data. In this
Thesis, an idealised computer simulation will be interpreted as a mapping from
input and implementation parameters to solutions. Such an explicit description
is not widely used, but actually it provides a tool to compare solutions and to
search for optimal parameters for a specific need. It also enables us to interprete
and visualise the overall behaviour of the solutions for the given problem. The
meaning of thus clarified results can then be transmitted to non-specialists too.
This Thesis is a review of computational methods, theoretical ideas and
their applications as presented in the appended articles. We shall concentrate
on recursive computer simulations. We classify the solutions according a cost
function, which we shall call a measure of merit (mom). The idea is to group
the solutions and, eventually, the parameters with respect to the values of mom.
We use the obtained grouping to examine the overall behaviour of the models.
We title this approach as “partitioning of the parameter space”. To our best
knowledge, such an interpretation has not been used to describe and classify
computer simulations themselves, not just the final data. We should note here,
1
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that partitioning has been studied in various contexts in pattern recognition,
where large data sets are classified into different subsets with respect to data
features [1, 2]. In pattern analysis, algorithms can have a learning property as
in the case of self-organising maps [3], or they can be based on fuzzy logic [4].
Various methods have been recently reviewed in Ref. [5]. In supervised learning,
the examples of the data contain both input and output values. When the task
is to understand the process which generated the data, but no outputs are given,
learning is unsupervised.
Let us consider the solutions of a recursive numerical model. We aim at a description that provides an efficient way to obtain insight in the behaviour of the
solutions. We achieve this by solving the model with selected input parameters
and by comparing the solutions as follows. A solution is characterised in terms
of the values of the measure of merit. The effects due to the computational
accuracy and the technical implementation of the model are taken into account
by expanding the parameter space by a cartesian product with an implementation space. For recursive simulations, the implementation can be taken as
the recursive order of simulation. The “convergence” of the simulation is studied by comparing the partitionings obtained by successive implementations and
different moms are compared by using respective partitionings.
The application part of the Thesis is devoted to electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problems. We begin by determining suitable parameters for a
given specification of a stub filter. It is an illustrative two-state problem, where
the parameter-dependent solution either satisfies or fails the specification. The
main part of the applications deals with a classical EMC example, namely calculation of the shielding effectiveness of rectangular metallic enclosures. Shielding
effectiveness is defined as the attenuation of electromagnetic energy due to the
enclosure. Three enclosures are considered, each under plane-wave illumination
of various incident angles and frequencies of the electromagnetic field. We find
that the external field easily penetrates into the modelled enclosures and, due to
resonance phenomena, enclosures sometimes even amplify the field. In addition,
we introduce amplitude histograms to study field statistics inside the enclosure.
In these studies specifications, the shielding effectiveness and distances between
histograms have been used as moms. Finally, the idea of partitioning and the
parameter space description is connected to a general context of partial differential equations describing wave-like phenomena.

Chapter 2

Partitioning and
implementation
In this Thesis, the solutions and input parameters of simulations are grouped
into a small number of classes according to values of a real-valued grouping
function, a measure of merit (mom). The partition of a set is defined as a
collection of distinct nonempty subsets, which covers the original set [6]. For
an interval [a, b], a partition is a finite set of points {x 0 , x1 , ..., xn } such that
a = x0 < x1 < ... < xn = b. In our classification scheme the input parameters mapped onto a given interval constitute a class in the partitioning of the
parameter space. In addition to the physical parameters, we need to consider
parameters related to the numerical implementation of the model. Simulation
results, and hence the partitioning, depend on the implementation. Below, we
discuss mainly recursive simulations such that the implementation parameter
can be the number of volume elements of a finite element model (FEM). Successive partitionings can be compared by using intersections of the classes of
different iterations. We also present a tool for visualisation of the evolution of
partitionings.

2.1

Partitioning the parameter space

Let us introduce the parameter space M , where the coordinates correspond
to the parameters of a given model. The original model F is introduced as a
mapping F : M → V , where V is the solution space. Later on, we shall redefine
it as F : M × I → V , where I is the implementation space used for identifying
3
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the implementation parameters. In most applications, the parameter space is
the space Rn and the implementation space is R k , where n is the number of
parameters and k is the number of implementation parameters. We choose a
set of parameter vectors, the input, from a compact subset B ⊂ M and denote
it by S.
The partitioning is constructed by ordering the simulations according to a
mom function d : V → R. The classes are induced by partitioning the image
of the mom, which we denote by J = [min ((d ◦ F )(S)) , max ((d ◦ F )(S))] and
partition into m subintervals. We characterise the features of the simulation
model by defining an equivalence relation between two input vectors x 1 and x2
as
x1 ∼ x2 ⇔ (d ◦ F )(x1 ) ∼
= (d ◦ F )(x2 ),

(2.1)

where ∼
= means that the images (d ◦ F )(x1 ) and (d ◦ F )(x2 ) belong to the same
subinterval of J. The inverse images of the subintervals give the classes of the
input vectors. The partitioning obtained this way can be used to construct a
covering of the set B in the physical parameter space [III]. If one or a few
simulations fail, we group them into the class of failed simulations, the class
m + 1. Also, poorly converged simulations can be assigned to that “crash”
class. Different realisations of this procedure are discussed in Papers [I–VI].
For partitioning of large data sets there exist several advanced methods, e.g.
clustering of self-organised maps [7] and pattern analysis techniques [1, 2, 3].
However, with data such as sounds, fingerprints etc., the selection of mom
as well as the indexing of the data would be very difficult [8]. To describe the
overall results, we introduce a simulation state vector Ψ. When the input is
partitioned into the m subsets, it reads
Ψ=

m+1
X

ci [ri ],

(2.2)

i=1

where [ri ] stands for the class i, ri and ci are the representative and the
weight of this class, respectively. The l 1 norm of the state vector defined as
Pm+1
kΨk = i=1 |ci | is used in the analysis of partitionings. If the parameters are
uniformly distributed over the set B, the probability that a new simulation will
yield the result in the ith class can be estimated by using the class weight c i .
This kind of grouping induces classes with strict limits. For a more flexible interpretation techniques such as fuzzy association, nearest- or k th -nearestneighbour association and centred association can be used [2, 4].

2.2. CORRELATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT MOMS

2.2

5

Correlation between different moms

After the partitioning task is completed, it is natural to ask whether two partitionings are similar, in other words, do the corresponding moms correlate. In
order to compare the moms, both partitionings should have the same number
of classes. Otherwise, a necessary number of empty classes can be created to
facilitate one-to-one correspondence [9]. For instance, in the equal length partitioning of the intervals [min(ds ◦ F ), max(ds ◦ F )], the classes can be indexed
by increasing values of moms.
We introduce two correlation measures between partitionings as a set comparison between the classes. First, we define the classwise correlator as
hd1 , d2 icl =

m+1
1 X |{ri1 } ∩ {ri2 }|
,
m i=1 |{ri1 } ∪ {ri2 }|

(2.3)

where {ri1 } refers to the ith class obtained by the first mom and {ri2 } refers to
the ith class obtained by the second mom and | · | denotes the measure of a set
in the parameter space, here usually the number of input points in the set [III].
For empty sets, we must use |∅|/|∅| = 1. The pointwise correlator is defined as
hds , ds0 ip =

m+1
0
1 X
|{ris } ∩ {ris }|,
N i=1

(2.4)

where N is the total number of input points. While the classwise correlator emphasises the similarity of each class, the pointwise correlator directly evaluates
the number of identical classifications. These correlators can be used to identify
quantities that behave in a similar manner.

2.3

Visualisation

We illustrate the stabilisation of the partitioning by constructing a visualisation
graph, which depicts the connections between the classes obtained at different
iterations [I]. The visualisation graph describes the dynamics of partitionings
as a function of implementation. In literature, there exist other visualisation
structures like vector bundles and α-shapes [10, 11, 12, 13].
Let the implementation space be I = R k . For a recursive process the successive implementations can be replaced by real numbers {k 0 , k1 , ..., kh }, where the
set of implementation indices {0, 1, ..., h} can be used for identifying different
iterations.

6
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Next, we repeat the construction presented in paper I. Let us have a mom
function d : V → R, a partitioning to m classes, model F and input S. Let
p ∈ S be arbitrary and let the model be solved recursively, using p as an input
for h + 1 times. The corresponding input can be given as a sequence on p × I
and it can be denoted as p0 , p1 , ..., ph = (p, I(k0 )), (p, I(k1 )), ..., (p, I(kh )). The
results of successive implementations are compared as follows:
• The mappings d ◦ F (pl ) and d ◦ F (pl+1 ) applied to ∀p ∈ S determine two
partitionings on the parameter space with respect to implementations k l
and kl+1 .
• If d ◦ F (pl ) belongs to the same class as d ◦ F (pl+1 ), we say that implementations Il and Il+1 are equivalent with respect to p. If two implementations
are equivalent ∀p ∈ S, they are equivalent with respect to the input S.
• The dynamics of the class structure and the partitioning are studied by
arranging the results of the steps above as a series with respect to the
implementation index l = 0, ..., h.
If the parameter space is two-dimensional, the visualisation of the class structure can be realised in R3 so that the parameter space is identified with the bottom plane and the vertical axis refers to the implementation index. In higher
dimensions, we can use a two-dimensional projection of the parameter space and
visualise the structure on it. Similar hierarchial structure for data presentation
in the case of data mining is presented in [14].
The visualisation graph is defined as a distinct collection of the m class
representatives, i.e., excluding the crash class. The vertices are labelled by
p(k,i) , where k is the implementation index and i is the class index. Vertices
corresponding to the same value of the implementation index are distinct. If
there is at least one common point in the classes represented by p (k,i) , and
p(k+1,j) , these vertices will be connected by a line. The visualisation graph is
given by the vertices and their connections on R 2 × {0, 1, ..., h}.

2.4

Partitioning stability

The stability of the partitioning with respect to the implementation means that
for most points in the input S the classification does not change for successive
iterations. If stabilisation is not achieved in the visualised picture, the accuracy
of the partitioning can be estimated using a set of similarity measures [15]. Now
we include the crash class to the discussion. Let the set of vertices at the k th

2.4. PARTITIONING STABILITY
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implementation index be denoted by W (k) and consider a class of mappings
0
λ(k,k ) : W (k) × W (k 0 ) → GL(m + 1), where GL(m + 1) is the general group
of (m + 1) × (m + 1) matrices.1 We require that matrices satisfy the following
rules:
• λk,k = 1m+1 is an (m + 1) × (m + 1)-identity matrix.
• λk,k+1 = 1m×m for a sufficiently large k > k0 so that the simulation
becomes asymptotically implementation free.
0

• The element λk,k (i, m + 1) corresponds to the simulations from the i th
class on the implementation level k failed before or on the k 0th level.
The probability of finding an arbitrary parameter point of {p (k,i) } from
0
{p(k ,j) }, and its matrix elements are given by
0
λk,k
1 (ij)



≡P p

(k,i)

→p

(k0 ,j)



0

|{p(k,i) } ∩ {p(k ,j) }|
.
=
|{p(k,i) }|

(2.5)

Pm+1 (k,k0 )
(ij) = 1. If the
No elements of the set {p(k,i) } disappear, so that j=1 λ1
class of failed simulations consists only of crashed simulations, which cannot
0
be recursively continued, then λk,k (m + 1, i) = 0 ∀ i > 1, and k > k 0 . The
matrix defined by Eq. (2.5) is not symmetric with respect to exchange of implementation indices. Two kinds of symmetric mappings have been introduced
[I, II]:
0

λ2k,k (ij) =

0

0

|{p(k,i) } ∪ {p(k ,j) }| − |{p(k,i) } ∩ {p(k ,j) }|
|{p(k,i) }| ∪ {p(k0 ,j) }|

0

2λ3k,k (ij) =

0

0

|{p(k,i) } ∪ {p(k ,j) }| − |{p(k,i) } ∩ {p(k ,j) }|
|{p(k,i) }| ∪ {p(k0 ,j) }|
0

+

(2.6)

0

|{p(k ,i) } ∪ {p(k,j) }| − |{p(k ,i) } ∩ {p(k,j) }|
|{p(k0 ,i) }| ∪ {p(k,j) }|

(2.7)

The mappings 1 − λ2 and 1 − λ3 satisfy the properties listed above. These sets
of matrix elements are applicable when estimating the stability of partitioning.
Mutual comparison of two partitionings can be achieved by comparing the
corresponding state vectors in Eq. (2.2). Denoting the state vector corresponding the implementation index k by Ψk , the l1 norm of the difference vector,
0
||Ψk − Ψk ||, introduces a metric between two groupings. Even if the stability (convergence) of the grouping with respect to the norm is obtained, i.e,
1 In

papers I and III the set of vertices W (k) is denoted by ISC(k).

8
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0

kΨk − Ψk k = 0 for sufficiently large indices k and k 0 , it still does not guarantee
the stability of the partitioning. Let us improve the “convergence” criteria and
introduce another state vector:
χk,k

0

:=

0

0

0

0

(λ1k,k (1, 1) − 1, λ1k,k (1, 2), . . . , λ1k,k (1, m + 1), λ1k,k (2, 1),
0
0
λ1k,k (2, 2) − 1, . . . , λ1k,k (m + 1, m + 1) − 1).
(2.8)
0

When the norm kχk,k k converges towards zero, also visual convergence criteria are met, i.e., the visualisation graph has no connecting lines (branches)
0
between different vertices. Thus, the state vector χ k,k is a better indicator of
the convergence of the simulation.

Chapter 3

Two-class partitioning
We consider next a specific example of binary classification, where the parameters are grouped into two classes. As a case study, we choose a specification
determination of a stub filter, see Fig. 3.1 below and Papers [II, III]. This example demonstrates the introduced methodology. A specification is a property
that a system of interest has to fulfill. In its simplest form, a specification is
given by a real-valued function, and the measure of merit can be taken to be
the specification. Then, for a well-defined parameter space our method can
be applied directly. Acceptable parameters are those, which satisfy the given
specification. The input parameters are grouped into the classes [r 1 ] and [r0 ]
according to whether the specification is fulfilled or failed, respectively. The
visualisation graph reduces to a two-vertex model and looks like stairs, so we
shall call it the implementation stairs.

3.1

A stub filter

Let us consider a specification determination of a stub filter. Stub filters are
widely used in electronic devices to create required response between the input
and output voltages. The stub filter produces an attenuation of incoming voltage
in a certain frequency interval, depending on the length of the stub and the
frequency. These two are the natural parameters of the problem. The problem
can be described by a scattering matrix S
S11
S21

S12
S22

!

V1+
V2+
9

!

=

V1−
V2−

!

,

(3.1)

10
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where the ingoing voltage is denoted by V + and outcoming by V − . The relative attenuation is given by the matrix element S 21 , which we select to be the
measure of merit. We select randomly 699 parameter vectors as an input. The
parameter values are restricted to the intervals [1 GHz, 3 GHz] for frequency
and [12.0 mm, 40.0 mm] for stub length, respectively. The structure of the filter
is shown in Fig. 3.1.
50 mm

80 mm

2,932 mm

Figure 3.1: A stub filter constructed using microstrip lines on a dielectric. In
the figure the dielectric is grey, the microstrips are black, the input voltage
is brought at the left (or right) end of the device and the output voltage is
measured at the right (or left) end. In numerical simulations, the filter was
surrounded by a computational cube.
The following properties define the boundary conditions of the problem: The
filter has 50 Ω microstrip lines, the conductors on the microstrip are assumed
to be of zero thickness and infinite conductivity. The length of the microstrip
is 50.0 mm and the width 2.932 mm in order to be compatible with 50 Ω ports.
The microstrip lines are placed on a dielectric substrate ( R = 4.4) of size
50.0×80.0×1.6 mm3 (L×W ×H). The system is embedded in a computational
cube with dimensions 50.0 × 80.0 × 80.0 mm3 . The cube is filled with air and
two of its opposite facets define the 50 Ω ports, while other facets are assumed
to be perfect conductors.
The model is solved by a commercial high frequency simulation software Ansoft HFSS 8.0 which was controlled by MATLAB [16]. We identify the number
of tetrahedra of the simulation mesh as the one-dimensional implementation parameter and calculate 15 recursive simulation steps. The number of tetrahedra
varied in the first implementation from few hundreds up to thousand and in the
15th implementation from few thousand up to fifteen thousand depending on
the input parameters.

3.2. RESULTS FOR THE STUB FILTER

3.2
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Results for the stub filter

Two classes are determined by the chosen mom S21 and they are indexed by
one for accepted [r1 ] and by zero for rejected [r0 ] parameters. Two threshold
values of mom, 20 and 30 dB, are considered. Four partitionings corresponding
to different implementations are depicted in Fig. 3.2.
k= 8, attenuation is 20 dB

2.5
2
1.5
1
10

k= 15, attenuation is 20 dB

2
1.5

20
30
Stub length [mm]

2
1.5

40

20
30
Stub length [mm]

40

k= 15, attenuation is 30 dB

3

2.5

1
10

2.5

1
10

40

Frequency [GHz]

Frequency [GHz]

3

20
30
Stub length [mm]

k= 8, attenuation is 30 dB

3

Frequency [GHz]

Frequency [GHz]

3

2.5
2
1.5
1
10

20
30
Stub length [mm]

40

Figure 3.2: Four partitionings with attenuation threshold values 20 dB and 30
dB. The upper plots are partitionings obtained at the eighth (k = 8) iteration,
and the lower ones correspond to the 15th (k = 15) iteration. The accepted
parameters corresponding to the class [r1 ] are denoted by red circles and those
corresponding to the class [r0 ] by blue stars.
The stability of the partitioning is examined using λ 1 for 20 dB attenuation, and 1 − λ3 for 30 dB attenuation. For example, the diagonal elements
of the matrix λ3,4
1 give the proportion of input parameter vectors preserved in
same classes by the fourth iteration, while the off-diagonal elements describe
the changes in the partition. The following sequences of matrices show that the
stability is rather good in both cases. Explicitly, these matrices read

λ3,4
1

=

0.8636 0.1364
0.0089 0.9911

!

λ8,9
1

=

1.0000
0
0.0045 0.9955

!
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−20 dB

8

7

Implementation (k equals from 8 to 15)

7

Implementation (k equals from 8 to 15)

−30 dB

8

6

5

4

3

6

5

4

3

2

2

1

1

Figure 3.3: Visualisation of the classes and their dynamics in a one-dimensional
projection of the parameter space by a two-vertex model. The vertices (red
crosses) are the class representatives, which are connected between successive
implementations if the corresponding classes share common input vectors. The
implementation stairs on the left correspond to attenuation of 20 dB and on
the right to 30 dB attenuation. The direction of the projection has been chosen to emphasise the stairlike structure. The vertical axis begins at the 8 th
implementation and the value 8 corresponds to the 15 th iteration.

λ9,10
1
λ11,12
1
λ13,14
1

=

1.0000
0
0.0015 0.9985

=

1.0000
0
0.0015 0.9985

=

1.0000
0
0
1.0000

1−

λ3,4
3

1−

λ9,10
3

!

!

!

=

0.4615 0.0050
0.0050 0.9899

=

0.9200 0.0014
0.0014 0.9970

!

!

λ10,11
1
λ12,13
1
λ14,15
1

1−

=

1.0000
0
0.0030 0.9970

=

1.0000
0
0
1.0000

=

0.9750 0.0250
0
1.0000

λ8,9
3

1−

λ10,11
3

1−

λ311,12

!

!

!

=

0.9167 0.0014
0.0014 0.9970

=

0.9583 0.0007
0.0007 0.9985

=

1.0000
0
0
1.0000

!

!

!

The symmetric matrices (1 − λ3 ) after the 12th iteration are identity matrices,
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so the partitioning appears to have stabilised, see also Fig. 3.3. The geometrical
centroids of the classes are chosen to be the representatives r 1 and r0 . Because
the classes are disconnected, these representatives do not provide a complete picture of the positions of the classes in the parameter space. The parameter space
has been projected onto a single dimension in order to clarify the visualisation.
This approach to specification determination problems can be used to restrict the number of configurations in further optimisation. If more than one
specification is needed, the partitioning can be done with respect to all independent specifications, possibly simultaneously. The convergence matrices give
valuable information about the number of required iterations.

Chapter 4

Shielding effectiveness of
rectangular enclosures
We are surrounded by electromagnetic radiation consisting of a broad range of
frequencies. To proceed into electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and shielding
effectiveness, let us consider radiation at frequencies between few MHz and
several GHz. For instance mobile phones function within this frequency interval,
and they also provide a typical EMC example by interfering other equipment
during phone calls. What happens there? Actually, there is no simple direct
answer to this question, but the external radiation couples with the equipment,
thus disturbing its function. Therefore, sensitive electronics should be enclosed
inside shielded cavities. When the electronics is closed inside a cavity, the
interfering field penetrates through holes or is conducted by wires into the cavity.
This leads us to a classical EMC topic, namely the shielding effectiveness of a
rectangular enclosure with apertures.
An ideal solution to protect electronics would be a closed, perfectly conducting enclosure. However, in practical applications all enclosures contain apertures
for ventilation, wiring, accessories, connectors and cooling apparati and no real
enclosure has perfectly conducting walls. The determination of the level of
penetration in case of a real enclosure is so complex a task that considerable
simplifications and approximations are needed. An obvious quantity to study
is the electromagnetic power entering an empty enclosure. The ratio of the
electromagnetic energy level inside and outside the enclosure is called shielding
effectiveness (SE), usually given in decibels. For enclosures, the shielding effectiveness can be determined in terms of electric or magnetic fields. In order
14
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to describe the fields entering the enclosure, one usually adopts the concepts of
front-door and backdoor coupling. The front-door coupling stands for coupling
via the intentional apertures, antennas etc., while the backdoor coupling refers
to unintentional coupling, e.g. through seams and bolts.
Many different techniques to reduce the amount of electromagnetic energy
inside the cavity exist. These include structural-like, such as shielded enclosures,
and covering-like, e.g. conductive coatings, shielding paints. Various solutions
are discussed in Ref. [17], and new techniques appear constantly. One new
technique to make shielding covers is introduced in Ref. [18], where the authors
consider transparent metal foils of thickness in the range of nanometers.
In general, the level of reduction of the electromagnetic energy can be determined using measurements or several modelling techniques. In order to make
measurements and modelled results comparable, standards of shielding effectiveness determination have been introduced [19, 20, 21]. When a high shielding
effectiveness is needed, the designing procedure itself consists of several rules,
which are discussed for instance in Ref. [22].

4.1

Review of enclosure studies

Shielding effectiveness of the enclosure can be estimated analytically, numerically or experimentally. Analytical methods include e.g. transmission line analogy [23, 24] and circuit theory [25, 26]. A simple a rectangular enclosure with an
aperture at one face can be modelled by an equivalent circuit [26], to predict the
shielding effectiveness as a function of the frequency and the size of the aperture.
The size of the enclosure is often expressed in units of the wavelength of the radiation, commonly known as the electrical size of the enclosure. The apertures
can behave like antennas, and their electrical size can be defined analogously
to that of antennas [27]. An antenna, which can be contained within a sphere
whose diameter is small compared to the wavelength at frequency of operation,
is electrically small. When apertures are very small in some directions, their
direct implementation in a computer program is not possible and they have
to be included for instance as sources. The most convenient way is to replace
the aperture by a magnetic and an electric dipole, which are placed inside the
enclosure [28]. Such an implementation in shielding effectiveness studies can be
found e.g. in Refs. [29, 30]. If the diameter of the aperture is larger than λ/4,
it is usually considered as an electrically large aperture [31]. The enclosure,
in turn, is considered to be electrically small as long as its largest dimension
is smaller than a few wavelengths at frequency of operation and there are no
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overlapping modes inside the enclosure. A threshold value for electrically large
enclosures is proposed to be six wave-lengths [32]. At higher frequencies the
field behaviour becomes very complex and it should treated statistically. The
opposite case, i.e., electrically small enclosures, is studied in Refs. [24, 33]. For
a given enclosure, one can define a cut-off frequency as ν 0 = c/d, where c is the
speed of light and d is the largest dimension of the enclosure. If the frequency
is below the cut-off frequency, shielding effectiveness can be examined using
diffraction theory [28, 34].
When experimental work is time consuming and analytical expressions become too complicated, numerical methods provide a practical way to estimate
the shielding effectiveness. Among the numerical techniques, the most common are transmission line analogy or method (TLM), FDTD method (finite
difference time domain) [35], method of moments [36] and FEM (finite element
method) [37]. All these methods can be used and the optimal choice depends on
the purpose. For instance, if one needs to collect large amount of spatial information of the field values inside the enclosure, FDTD and FEM will do the task
best. They both require the discretisation of the whole computational domain.
Usually FDTD runs on time domain and FEM on frequency domain. In the
following examples we use FEM, because we want to consider electromagnetic
field amplitudes at a given frequency. Naturally, methods can be combined to
form hybrid methods. For an example of a hybrid method based on FDTD
and FEM on time domain, see Ref. [38]. A recent example of a hybrid method
in time domain can be found in Ref. [39], where a combination of method of
moments in time domain and FDTD is presented and applied to estimation
of shielding effectiveness of complex enclosures. Further examples of different
methods are given in Refs. [23, 40, 41, 42] and a comparison of the methods
in Refs. [43, 44]. Shielding effectiveness of enclosures has been studied as a
function of the frequency and the number of apertures in Refs. [30, 45, 46, 47].
When dimensions of the enclosure are close to a multiple of the wavelengths,
a resonance may occur. In other words, the enclosure starts to resonate like a
musical instrument and the field inside increases. Thus, at resonance frequencies, shielding effectiveness decreases and may even become negative. Therefore,
it is important to recognise the resonance frequencies of the enclosure and study
the shielding effectiveness at these “worst” frequencies. A simple estimate for
resonance frequencies of an empty cavity obtained from [48]

νres

v
u 3
X
cu
= t (ni /li )2 ,
2 i=1

(4.1)
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where li is the ith dimension of the enclosure, c is the speed of light, and the
numbers ni are non-negative integers with the restriction that no more than
one can be simultaneously zero. A standing wave inside the enclosure is called
a mode. When different modes cannot be separated from each other, the field is
said to be overmoded. Numerical shielding effectiveness studies concentrating
on resonance modes can be found in Refs. [23, 49]. Expectedly, simulations show
the reduction of shielding effectiveness at high frequencies. Statistical studies
of overmoded enclosures are reported in Refs. [31, 50, 51].
In order to consider more realistic models of enclosures, the internal structure has to be taken into account and numerical results should be verified by
measurements. A good comparison of experimental and numerical studies can
be found in Ref. [52]. A well-shielded enclosure with complex internal structure
was examined in Ref. [29], where a piece of absorbent was placed inside the
enclosure together with small internal receiving antennas. In Refs. [39, 53, 54],
a printed circuit board and conducting planes were added inside the enclosure.
The effect of large apertures of arbitrary size has been studied in Ref. [55], where
different loss mechanisms inside the enclosure were considered. Naturally, the
transmission of the external field into the enclosure depends on the apertures,
their size, direction with respect to field polarisation and incoming radiation
and of course the number of the apertures.
The shielding effectiveness of an enclosure can defined as

SE = −20 log(E/E0 )

(4.2)

SE = −20 log(H/H0 )

(4.3)

SE = −10 log(P/P0 ),

(4.4)

in terms of electric and magnetic field and electromagnetic power, respectively.
Here E is the electric field at a given point inside the enclosure, and E 0 refers
to the corresponding electric field in the absence of the enclosure, H is the
magnetic field inside the enclosure and H0 is the corresponding reference value.
Furthermore, P is the power inside the enclosure and P 0 is the reference value.
In all cases, it measures the attenuation of power associated to the presence
of the enclosure. Usually SE is considered at one particular point, e.g. at the
centre. Alternative expressions for shielding effectiveness, e.g. using L p -norms
of the fields, have been proposed in Refs. [56, 57].
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Statistics of the electric field

Let us discuss briefly the electromagnetic field inside electrically large enclosures and reverberation chambers. Reverberation chambers are used to create direction-independent electromagnetic field for electronics testing. As discussed above, the field inside electrically large enclosures becomes overmoded,
so statistical description is needed [58, 59]. The statistical treatment of electromagnetic modes leads to a theory called statistical electromagnetics. The field
statistics inside electrically large enclosures were first discussed in early 90’s in
Refs. [51, 60].
Inside an electrically large enclosure, almost all frequencies create resonances, thus amplifying the field. A quantity that relates the properties of
the enclosure to the amplification is the quality factor Q of the enclosure. It is
defined as [31, 55]
Q=ω

time average of the restored energy in system
,
energy loss rate in system

(4.5)

where ω = 2πf and f is the frequency of the electromagnetic field. Alternatively,
the Q-factor can be defined as the half-width of the peak around the resonance
frequency. Assume a single wave excitation and the system in a steady state,
i.e., the power transmitted through apertures equals to the power dissipated
due to absorptions, leaks through apertures etc. The Q-factor can be related
to shielding effectiveness study for uniform energy density inside the enclosure
if Q-factor and transmission cross section are known [55, 61].
Another application of the statistical analysis is to describe electromagnetic
field inside reverberation chambers, which are used e.g. in electromagnetic immunity testing [62]. In order to test different initial conditions without rotating
the test object, isotropic, randomly polarized, and statistically uniform electromagnetic field is needed. The mode stirring is considered in Ref. [63], the
plane wave representation of the EM field inside the chamber in Refs. [64, 65],
and spatial correlations of fields and energy density in Refs. [66, 67]. Statistics
of the fields and the Q-factors are discussed in Refs. [68, 69, 70]. Statistical
and histogram approach as applied to shielding effectiveness and reverberation
chambers have been discussed in Refs. [71, 72, 73]. Experimental and theoretical
results have been compared in Refs. [74, 75].
Field statistics inside electrically large enclosures have been extensively studied. The statistics can be derived for the electric field components or for the
electric field amplitudes. In general, the field can be expressed as a linear combination of the eigenmodes corresponding to two independent polarisation states
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and the expectation values equal to volume averages as shown in Ref. [60]. This
holds, when the locations, where the field values are determined, are uniformly
distributed inside the enclosure. In Ref. [60], the probability distribution function of the time averaged component of the electric field is shown to be normally
distributed. Because the field components consist of two independent polarisation states, the magnitudes of electric field components follow the Rayleigh
distribution. The total field follows χ statistics with six degrees of freedom and
the probability distribution for the electric power (E 2 ) is the χ2 distribution.
Further analysis is carried out in Refs. [31, 50, 51] and references therein. However, the evaluation of the electric field statistics inside a rectangular enclosure
with apertures is still under development.
When the enclosure is not electrically large, the field cannot be predicted
from simple expressions or by any of the methods discussed so far. In chapter
5 we shall propose an alternative histogram approach in order to extract some
qualitative information on the field statistics.

4.3

Practical examples

We move on to some examples of shielding effectiveness of rectangular enclosures. We determine the shielding effectiveness using simulated electromagnetic
field values inside two different geometries. We call these geometries “PC” and
“345”. The “PC” resembles an enclosure of a common PC and the other one is
called to “345” according to its dimensions. The size of the PC enclosure shown
in Fig. 4.1 was 450 mm × 450 mm × 200 mm, and the size of the power supply
inside it was 160 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm. In Paper [IV] we also considered
the PC geometry without the power supply. The apertures’ dimensions were
15 mm × 120 mm for the upper one, and 15 mm × 90 mm for lower ones. The
size of the 345-enclosure shown in Fig. 4.2 was 300 mm × 400 mm × 500 mm
and the size of the aperture was 120 mm × 15 mm.
In these studies the shielding effectiveness is used as a measure of merit. We
also consider field distributions inside the enclosures. The dimensions of the
enclosures and the sizes of the apertures are sufficiently large, so the shielding
effectiveness is not expected to be very good in the considered frequency interval.
In simulations we identify the implementation with the number of tetrahedra
in the simulation mesh. The shielding effectiveness is calculated either from the
mean value of the electric field or the peak value of the electric field.
The solutions are obtained by solving the Maxwell equations without external currents, when the enclosures are under external illumination, which is
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Figure 4.1: The PC geometry. The grey box represents the power supply.

assumed to be a time-harmonic plane wave. The boundaries of the enclosures
are modelled as perfect conductors, but also steel boundaries have been considered [IV]. The models are solved using commercial high frequency software
Ansoft HFSS 7.0 (the example in section 4.3.1) and 8.0 (elsewhere).

4.3.1

A study at 1 GHz frequency

The first set of input parameters for PC geometry consisted of 200 vectors
chosen from the parameter space of incident plane wave. The enclosure was
positioned such that the aperture side was perpendicular to the z-axis. The
plane waves were characterised by the wave vector k, which is determined by
the frequency ν = 1 GHz and the coordinates (θ, φ), which define the initial
conditions. The amplitudes E0 , B0 and the wave vector k define a right-handed
coordinate system fixed by setting E0 ↑↑ x̂ at (θ, φ) = (0, 0). The aim was to
find the angular dependency at a given frequency. The number of tetrahedra
varied here between 4500 and 35000 and nine consequtive implementations were
executed. In this subsubsection, we use a modified expression for the shielding
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Figure 4.2: The 345-enclosure with a single aperture.
effectiveness, namely [I]
se = −10 log



2
πV

Z

V


|E/E0 |dV ,

(4.6)

where V is the inner volume of the enclosure, E is the electric field amplitude
and E0 is the electric field reference level set to 1 V/m.
The analysis in Paper [I] shows that the coordinate θ does not significantly
affect shielding effectiveness. Let us now set the limiting values of mom in
Eq. (4.6) to 0 and 10 and examine the stability of the obtained partitionings.
The partitionings in Fig. 4.3 are obtained for implementations k = 6, 7, 8, 9.
We illustrate the stability of the partitionings by showing the corresponding
λ matrices for the two final implementations:


1
0

8,9
λ1 =  0.0219 0.9635
0
0

0.9375
0

8,9
1 − λ2 =  0.0165 0.9635
0
0

0.9375 0.0082

1 − λ8,9
=
 0.0082 0.9635
3
0
0.0033


0

0.0073 
1

0

0.0065 
0.9412

0

0.0033  .
0.9412
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Figure 4.3: Examples of partitionings for the PC geometry. Blue circles correspond to the input parameters, which produce negative mom values, the black
x’s correspond to the intermediate cases with se ∈ [0, 10] and red crosses to good
se > 10.

We look at the stabilisation of the partitioning by constructing the corresponding visualisation graph shown in Fig. 4.4. Finally, the corresponding simulation
vectors were calculated to yield

ψ6

=

( 0.1800 0.7450 0.0700 )

ψ

7

=

( 0.2050 0.7150 0.0750 )

ψ

8

=

( 0.2250 0.6850 0.0800 )

ψ9

=

( 0.2400 0.6600 0.0850 ) .

We observe that the partitioning is almost stable after 9 iterations. This can be
seen in the matrix elements as well as the state vector coefficients. Also, no more
than 3 percent of the input vectors have changed their classes between 8 th and
9th iteration, which can be seen from the expression λ 8,9
1 . The symmetry of the
◦
geometry with respect to φ = 180 is reflected in the results. The most harmful
direction is φ = 90◦ and φ = 270◦ , where the polarisation of the external field
is perpendicular to the apertures.
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Figure 4.4: The implementation visualisation graph from the 5 th to 9th iteration.

4.3.2

Partitions and correlations

Consider next another input set of parameters of 500 parameter vectors for
the PC geometry, which are selected from the interval [0.5, 1.5] × [0, 180] of the
parameter space. Here the frequency ν is given in GHz and the spherical angle
φ in degrees. Encouraged by the first example, the angle θ is set to zero. This
means that the radiation propagates in the direction normal to the front side
(with apertures) of the enclosure and φ determines the polarisation of the electric
field. Again, we choose that E0 ↑↑ x̂, when φ = 0. This simulation is done with
twelve recursive iterations and the number of tetrahedra is the implementation
variable. At the 12th iteration, number of tetrahedra varied between 9600 and
52800. The electric field values are computed and collected inside the enclosure.
Altogether 40500 field values are extracted at sites of a regular lattice. The
shielding effectiveness is determined using the mean and peak values of the
electric field. The moms are calculated according to SE = −20 log(E/E 0 ),
where E is the mean/peak value and E0 is the reference level, again 1 V/m.
The criteria for poor convergence were determined from the ideal relative
difference of fields by Ansoft HFSS 8.0. Correlations between obtained partitionings are calculated using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) with the classes ordered according to the shielding effectiveness. The class ordering in comparison between
different moms is discussed in Ref. [9], where the purpose was to find the maximal correspondence between the groupings given by the histogram approach
and the shielding effectiveness. Some values of the correlators can be found in
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Paper [III]. For the present example the simulation states at 12 th iteration read
ψmean = ( 0.0460 0.3840 0.2040 0.2020 0.1560 0.0080 )
ψpeak = ( 0.0160 0.1200 0.4080 0.3320 0.1160 0.0080 ).
We observe that the mean value classifies the input points more evenly in the
shielding effectiveness interval that the peak value. The norms of the convergence state vectors corresponding to peak value shielding effectiveness are
presented in Table 4.1. The norms on the final iteration were χ 11,12
mean = 1.5641
=
2.3019,
and
the
mean
value
mom
appears
to
behave
more
smoothly
and χ11,12
peak
in all cases [III].
Table 4.1: The simulation state coefficients ci and corresponding convergence
values for the iterations 8-12. The values are related to calculations of shielding
effectiveness using the peak value of the electric field inside the enclosure.
Iteration k
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
d(k − 1, k)

8
0.0480
0.2700
0.3160
0.2460
0.0920
0.0280
-

9
0.0460
0.2720
0.3180
0.2460
0.1000
0.0180
0.0240

10
0.0400
0.2580
0.3100
0.2760
0.1040
0.0120
0.0680

11
0.0180
0.1480
0.3940
0.3200
0.1100
0.0100
0.2680

12
0.0160
0.1200
0.4080
0.3320
0.1160
0.0080
0.0640

0

1.6424
1.6424

2.4868
3.0209

3.6725
4.9089

2.3019
5.6648

k−1,k
||χm̄
||1

-

0.5944

1.1317

2.1161

1.0918

||χk−1,k ||1
||χ8,k ||1

Chapter 5

Histograms of electric field
amplitudes
Finally, we consider histograms of electric field amplitudes inside the enclosures. The goal is to compare different histograms and their modifications with
shielding effectiveness and search for a correspondence between histograms and
shielding effectiveness in terms of partitioning. The field values are obtained
from simulations and the field amplitudes are collected inside the enclosures at
the lattice nodes of a cubic lattice with lattice constant of 1 cm. In terms of
earlier definitions, the considered enclosures were not electrically large at the
studied frequencies. Therefore, the results cannot be directly compared with the
theory, and the underlying distribution is not necessarily the chi-square distribution [60, 51]. It should be noted that histograms in the context of reverberation
chambers have been studied in Refs. [71, 72, 73]. We do the comparison and
grouping of the parameters by using a grouping algorithm and introduce four
different distance measures between the histograms to be used as moms [IV, VI].
According to the results in Paper [VI] and Ref. [9], certain modifications of the
histograms improve their correlation with the shielding effectiveness. In short,
we represent a deterministic solution by a histogram. Note that the spatial
information is lost. In Fig. 5.1 we show two (unmodified) histograms of the
electric field amplitudes inside the PC enclosure.
There is a visual difference between these two histograms, but it is not
obvious how it can be expressed in terms of moms. One possibility could be
to use distance measures between histograms and in particularly the squaresum differences [76]. By calculating the distances of histograms from a selected
25
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Figure 5.1: Two typical histograms of the electric field inside the enclosure. The
left histogram corresponds to frequency ν = 0.514 GHz and φ = 171 and the
right histogram to ν = 1.317 GHz and φ = 109. Note the different scales on
horizontal axes.
reference histogram, we obtain a real-valued mom [VI, 9]. This way, we end up
studying “shapes” of the histograms [78].

5.1

Comparison of the histograms

In order to compare different histograms of the electric field amplitudes inside
the enclosures, we introduce the following algorithm [IV, V]:
• The global minimum and maximum values of electric field amplitude provided by a given data set are determined.
• The interval between the global minimum and maximum of the field amplitude is divided into 200 subintervals of equal length to be used as bins
in the histograms.
• Each of the distributions is presented by a histogram over the interval and
the histograms are filtered by weighted average filter in a following manner.
A weighted average was calculated for each bin with weights 1,2,4,2,1
for the bin, its nearest and next-to-nearest neighbours. The filtering is
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repeated at least two but no more than ten times. The filtering is stopped
once the number of peaks in the distribution histogram doesn’t decrease.
• The filtered histograms are scaled to have identical height and width of
20 percent. The width is defined as the length of the interval between
the bins, where the value of the bin first increases or last decreases to
20 percent of the maximum bin value of the histogram. The reference
histogram is taken to be the histogram with the highest bin.
• The bin-wise square sum differences between the histograms are calculated
and the distributions grouped by minimising the squared sum differences
in comparison process.
• In the comparison, we start with a reference histogram and calculate the
square sums between it and all the other histograms. Then, we determine
the maximum square-sum and normalise others by it.
• If the difference between the reference histogram and the histogram under consideration is less than 20 percent of the maximum difference, the
histogram is assigned to the group of the reference histogram. Otherwise,
the histogram waits till the next iteration. This is continued until all of
the histograms have been grouped.
This algorithm can be modified and made more efficient in several ways [VI].
The number of bins is set by hand after some tests. The optimal choice of the
number of bins is discussed in Ref. [77]. Finally, we compared groups by using
square-sum differences between the reference histogram and other histograms.
Explicitly, we set
200
X
d=
(h̄i − hi )2 ,
(5.1)
i=1

where h̄ is the reference histogram and h is the histogram under comparison. In
Paper [VI], alternative rules for the final steps of the algorithm were proposed
and tested.

5.2

Applying the histograms

We have used electric field amplitude histograms in several studies [IV, V, VI, 9].
For enclosures we have used both the PC geometry and the 345 geometry as
well as some others.
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We analysed the effect of the boundary conditions and the relative size on
the shape of the histogram. When the frequency becomes close a resonance
frequency of the enclosure, the histogram does indeed change remarkably. With
the 345 geometry we tested choices of the partitioning and tried to understand
physical origins of different shapes of the histograms too. The selection of the
partitioning without any a priori purpose or knowledge can be a very difficult
task.
As an example, we show here some results for correlations between histograms and shielding effectiveness moms. In Paper [VI] solutions for 290 input
frequencies were calculated for the 345 geometry. The partitionings were divided
into five groups. In Table 5.1 we show results of an additional test with 300 input frequencies. Some “poorly” converged simulations were considered as a part
of one group. The correlations were evaluated between the groupings obtained
by shielding effectiveness moms. Qualitatively, the new results are very similar
to those in Paper [VI]. Although modifications improve the correlations, the
compatibility level between the shielding effectiveness moms is not yet reached.
Continuing the studies with further modifications should be useful.
Table 5.1: Pointwise correlations given by Eq. (2.3) and classwise correlations
given by Eq. (2.4) between different groupings according to shielding effectiveness and different square-sum distances between the histograms.
Pointwise
maxse
meanse
ssdminmax
ssdminmean
ssdscaled
Classwise
maxse
meanse
ssdminmax
ssdminmean
ssdscaled

meanse
0.8200

ssdminmax
0.4467
0.5033

ssdminmean
0.3867
0.3233
0.2733

ssdscaled
0.3700
0.4033
0.6000
0.2433

meanse
0.7502

ssdminmax
0.4104
0.4518

ssdminmean
0.3665
0.3287
0.3083

ssdscaled
0.3605
0.3821
0.5315
0.2849

ssdmod
0.6700
0.6400
0.4333
0.3633
0.3633
ssdmod
0.5998
0.5718
0.4008
0.3521
0.3554

Chapter 6

Partitioning and partial
differential equations
We now close the discussion of electromagnetic waves and the numerical EMC
problem and next consider mathematical models of wave motion at a more general level. First, we shall discuss the idea of partitioning for linear second order
partial differential equations (PDE), after which we proceed to more complicated models and even models with stochastic ingredient.

6.1

Linear second order partial
differential equation

As an example, consider the PDE
a

∂2h
∂2h
∂2h
+
b
+
c
= 0.
∂y 2
∂x2
∂xy

(6.1)

Our parameter space consists now of the three parameters a, b and c. For this
equation, three different kinds of physically motivated sets of solutions can be
found. A well-known partitioning can be achieved by studying the derivatives
as independent algebraic quantities [79, 80], i.e., by writing
aẏ 2 + bẋ2 + 2cẋẏ = 0.

(6.2)

√
and then considering the discriminant D of the equation, D = b2 − ac. The
discriminant can be negative, positive or zero and it divides the space into three
sections as follows. In the xy-plane, we have three different sets of equations: In
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the case b2 > ac, the characteristics are hyberbolic, for b2 < ac we have elliptic
characteristic curves, and for b2 = ac the curves are parabolic.
These correspond to three different physical phenomena described by different kinds of equations. The hyperbolic case corresponds to the D’Alamberts
wave equation, the elliptic case to the Laplace equation, and the parabolic one
to the diffusion equation. This way the three-dimensional parameter space of
vectors (a, b, c) is partitioned according to the function D.

6.2

Second order stochastic partial
differential equations

Let us consider stochastic second order PDE’s of one spatial and time coordinate
of the form
 2
 2
∂h
∂2h
∂h
∂2h
∂h
∂h
= β1
+ η,
(6.3)
+ α2 2 + α3
+ β2 2 + β3
α1
∂t
∂t
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂x
where the parameters (α1 , α2 , α3 , β1 , β2 , β3 ) are real-valued and η denotes the
noise. With a given noise we do not need additional parameters to describe it
so that each model is a vector of the six-dimensional parameter space. Examples of such equations [81, 82, 83] include the random deposition model (RD),
the Edwards-Wilkinson equation (EW) and the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation
(KPZ), and the stochastic version of telegrapher equation (STG), for which the
coefficients are commonly written as
(α1 , α2 , α3 , β1 , β2 , β3 )
(1,0,0,0,0,0)
(1,0,0,0,ν,0)
(1,0,0,0,ν,λ/2)
(1,τ ,0,ν,0)

model
RD
EW
KPZ
STG

The Maxwell equations are invariant under Lorentz transformations, which
means that their form does not change if the Lorentz transformation is applied to
coordinates. The wave equation is a Lorentz invariant equation, but because of
their diffusive nature, the EW equation and the KPZ equations are not. Such
equations are often analysed by scaling approach, where the coordinates are
transformed by scaling. Usually, linear scaling does not work but the coordinates
have to be transformed by using a power law scaling [81, 84].
Consider next the stochastic process given by the vector (0, cν2 , 2cλ2 ,0,ν,λ/2).
The parameters are here labeled to suggest a formal connection with the 1+1-
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dimensional KPZ equation
∂2h λ
∂h
=ν 2 +
∂t
∂x
2



∂h
∂x

2

+ η(x, t),

(6.4)

where we now assume “annealed” noise η = η(x, t) with the correlator
hη(x1 , t1 ), η(x2 , t2 )i = δ(x1 − x2 )δ(t1 − t2 ).

(6.5)

The Lorentz transformation in 1+1 dimensionsis is defined by x 0 = γ(x −
p
vt), t0 = γ(t − vx/c2 ), where γ = 1/ 1 − (v/c)2 , and c is the speed of light.
It transforms equations of motion from a rest frame to a frame moving with
velocity v. The KPZ equation is naturally not Lorentz invariant, which can be
immediately seen by substituting the Lorentz transformation, which results in


 2

∂h
∂h
∂ h
2v ∂ 2 h
v2 ∂ 2h
2
γ
=
γ
ν
−
v
−
+
∂t0
∂x0
∂x02
c2 ∂x0 ∂t0
c4 ∂x02
2

λ ∂h
v ∂h
+γ 2
− 2 0
+ η(γ(x0 + vt0 ), γ(t0 + vx0 /c2 )).
(6.6)
2 ∂x0
c ∂t
By including only the terms not breaking the Lorentz invariance, and with the
coefficients suitably redefined, we obtain a new equation
∂2h λ
ν ∂2h
=ν 2 +
2
2
c ∂t
∂x
2



−

1 ∂h
c2 ∂t

2

+

λ
2



∂h
∂x

2

+ η.

(6.7)

The Lorentz invariance of this equation follows directly from the form of the
deterministic part and the invariance of the noise correlator (6.5) as shown in
Paper [VII]. In some sense, this equation is a Lorentz invariant counterpart of
the KPZ equation. In higher dimensions it becomes
"
 2 #
1
λ
∂h
ν ∂2h
(∇h)2 − 2
+ η0,
(6.8)
= ν∇2 h +
c2 ∂t2
2
c
∂t
which we call the noisy nonlinear wave equation (NNW). By applying simple
scaling x → bx, h → bα h, t → tz t we obtain
"
 2 #
ν ∂2h
1
λ
∂h
+ b−d/2−3z/2−α η 0 ,
bα−2+2z (∇h)2 − bα 2
= b2z−2 ν∇2 h +
c2 ∂t2
2
c
∂t
(6.9)
where d is the dimensionality of space. This means that NNW is trivially scale
invariant in 3+1 dimensions, i.e. in conventional space-time, with z = 1 and
α = 0.

Chapter 7

Discussion
This Thesis constitutes a review of theoretical ideas and methods that can be
applied when dealing with complex parametrised systems, in particular those
described by partial differential equations. The goal was to gain insight in
the general features and behaviour of such systems. The presented methods
emphasise the parameterisation of problems and the subsequent classification of
observed behaviour. Classification of data has been widely studied, e.g. in the
contexts of pattern recognition, data mining, learning problems, etc. Instead of
concentrating on the data itself, we look at the effects due to initial conditions
as well. We presented a theoretical framework together with the associated
machinery and demonstrated how it can be used to reveal and visualise the
systems of quantities of intrest. These include both parameters and measurable
physical quantities. These concepts and the method have evolved and they are
still under development. First, the idea of partitioning the parameter space
was introduced. Simultaneously, the visulisation graphs, also under the name
of implementation simplicial complex, were developed in order to consider the
dynamics and stability of partitionings. To this end, similarity measures, in the
form of matrices, were also used. These tools have been applied mainly to EMC
problems such as shielding properties of enclosures. As an extension to the basic
method, electric field histograms were introduced to gain further understanding
of the origin of the partitionings.
The practical examples considered dealt with data on electromagnetic fields
and our methodology works well with that kind of data. Our partitionings into
classes were constructed by using chosen mom functions. In order to compare
partitionings obtained for different mom values, we introduced two correlation
quantities. In our approach, we consider the simulation, both its input and
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output, and construct simulation state vectors in terms of the class weights and
“convergence” matrices.
We proceeded by studying the stability of the partitioning with respect to
the implementation. The dynamics and the stability of the partitioning are
visualised by comparing the classes between successive implementations. For
two-dimensional parameter spaces, the stabilisation of the partitioning can be
depicted directly on the parameter space. In the general case, a practical visualisation requires a projection of the parameter space. The stability of the
partitioning with respect to the implementation is estimated using of λ-matrices,
that link different implementations.
We demonstrated the applicability of the methodology in FEM simulations.
Our case studies consisted of one filter study and several examples of determination of shielding effectiveness of rectangular enclosures. We found that the
parameter space description of the selected examples is useful. Some kind of parameter space descriptions can be found in the literature without really taking
advantage of their power in visualising the systematics. We also considered simple electric field amplitude histograms and their problem-specific modifications
and compared them using suitably defined distance measures. The histograms
are classified into groups and the groupings are compared with groupings obtained directly from the shielding effectiveness. The histogram study was also
motivated by the fact that practical enclosures are not always electrically large.
If the enclosures were bigger (electrically large), we could use the statistical approach to calculate electric field behaviour inside the cavity. A lot of work is still
required to fully understand the behaviour of the electric field inside rectangular
enclosures with different kinds of apertures.
The final chapter of this Thesis was devoted to the concept of partitioning
in the context of more general mathematical models in physics. Particularly,
we considered families of second order partial differential and stochastic partial
differential equations. Within the parametrisation approach, a possible new
process described by a noisy nonlinear wave equation, was identified.
To conclude, in this Thesis various theoretical concepts and links were utilised
to introduce methods to analyse practical problems described by parametrised
models. This area of research is very active and new ideas appear constantly.
Further development and extensions of the presented methods should prove
useful.
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